Abstract. Existence theorems are proved for Lagrange problems of optimization in a given domain G with possibly unbounded distributed controls in G and on the boundary of G, and with functional relations on G and on the boundary represented by closed operators, not necessarily linear. The case where the functional relations are partial differential equations is emphasized. Recent work concerning the reduction or elimination of seminormality requirements is taken into account. Many examples are given.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
We are interested in existence theorems for nonlinear problems of control with possibly unbounded strategies. We present here existence theorems for problems with distributed and boundary controls of the Lagrange type.
We shall make use here of recent results which have been obtained in different directions.
First, it has been shown that drastic reductions, or complete elimination, of seminormality properties can be achieved by requesting simple properties--geometric in character--of the relevant sets, properties which are already commonly required in controllability theory (Cesari, Refs. 1-3). Finally, it has been shown that suitable analytic properties of the relevant functions [Lipschitz-type and growth-type conditions (F), (G), (H)] have relevant consequences on the character of the corresponding Nemitsky's operators, and again lead to closure and lower closure theorems with no seminormalit3~ conditions (Cesari and Suryanayarana, Refs. 7 and 8).
Concerning the continuity and convergence properties of the operators under consideration, we shall need here definitions which represent a finer analysis of these properties than in our previous paper (Ref.
3): definitions of closure on a given set, closure of the graph property, and convergence properties in connection with various topologies.
Also we need to emphasize in this paper the interplay of the properties of the operators, the properties of the relevant sets O(t,y), /~(t,y), and the properties of the representative functions fo, f (fl .... ,J~), go, g = (gl, .... g/). The stronger the topological properties of the operators, and of the modes of convergence under consideration, the weaker are the needed properties on the sets ~,/~ and on the functions fo , f, go , g.
We state here existence theorems for strong solutions. Analogous theorems for weak solutions will be presented in a forthcoming paper in this same Journal. Many examples are given to illustrate our statements.
2. L a g r a n g e -T y p e P r o b l e m s with Distributed and Boundary
Controls
Problems of optimal control with distributed and boundary controls often concern the minimum of a given integral expression over an open set G of E ~, or over a part/~ of the boundary ~G of G, or of a sum of two integrals, one over G and one over F. The latter case is of course more general if we do not exclude that one or the other be zero. Each integral may involve arbitrary measurable functions on G (distributed controls), and o n / ' (boundary controls), whose values are assumed to belong to given fixed or variable sets (control spaces). Finally, partial differential equations must be satisfied on G (state equations on G); boundary data or more partial differential equations must be satisfied on /" (state
